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PRO'DUCTIO'N O'F n + -MESONS BY 340' MEv' PRO'~O'NS O'N PROTO'NS AT 0'0 TO' THE BEAM . 

Wo Fo Cartwright 
April 16.9 1951 

Io INTRODUCTION 

The meson pro~~c~,;9~. I?r.()ce~f3esmost simply analyzed theoretically are 

those in photon.,;nucleon and nucleon-nucleon interactions. The first investi-

gations.9 at the lB4-:-inch synchro-cyclotron, of the cross-sections for the pro

duction' of mesons by protons on various complex nuclei 1,2 indicated that the 

cross-section .for production of mesons from. the proton-proton interaction 

would be sufficiently high to be measurable by the techniques then developed. 

Consequently two groups of workers' undertookthe measurement of the energy 

+ spectrum of n -mesons produced by protons on protons. The group headed by 

Professors Richman and Wilcox, using a magnetic field to separate mesons from 

background particles, measured the production spectrum at 0'03 and later at 
. 1 

6O'o~ to the proton beam. In each case the hydrogen spectrum was found by a 

polyethylene - carbon difference method. Peterson, Iloff, and Sherman meas-
5 ·6 

ured the spectra at 30'0 and 1Bo by use of a liquid. hydrogen target. 

In the early work;"ari iritEms"e peak was discovered in the spectrum at high 
. . . ,. . . 

meson energies. The successful attempt to explain this theoretically led to 

the development of a phenomenological theory of meson production by Watson and 

Brueckner 7,B. This theoretical study indicated that a more careful experi-

mental investigation of the spectrum of mesons produced by protons on protons 

was warranted in order to determine critical Ydlues in the phenomenological 

explanation of the production process. 

Consequently the method of the Richman - Wilcox group was used to measure II 

more accurately the differential cross-section as a function of energy in the 

fOTI~ard direction. Presented here are the results of this detailed invest i-

gation. 
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" 

In addition to the theoretical interest which attaches" toth'~ cross-section 
, " 

measurements of this experiment ~ the high peak in the spectrum, provides a means 

of determining the n + -meson mass. This determination is disdussed in Section VI. 

119 GENERAL METHOD 

The method used to measure the p + p~+ cross-section is essentially a 

modification of the method developed by Richman and Wilcox in their measure

ment of the production oimesons at 900 by protons int~racting with carbonlo 

In that scheme the mesons produced by protons in the external beam of the 

synchro-cyclotron were slowed down by ionization in some absorbing medium and 

the popUlation of stopped mesons was sampled by a nuclear emulsion inserted in 

the absorbero The endings of the meson tracks irtthe emulsion were examined 

under high wagnification and the mesons identified as positive if they de

cayed into I-l. mesons or as negative if they initiated a nuclear star. 'Byre-

lating the number or stopped mesons, the emulsion thickness, the stopping power 

of the absorber, and the distance of the emulsion from the carbon target, 

cross-sections for the, production of po~iti ve and negative mesons by 340 Mev 
',:t." 

. ,'; .. ' 

protons on carbon wered~duced., Since the distance the meson penetrate's into 

the absor,ber is related in a known manner' ~o; its energy, the cross-sections 

were found as a function of energy by inserting emulsions at various depths 

in the absorbero This work was all done at 900 to the proton beam. 

The number of background particles produced in the forward direction makes 

cross-section measurements at forward angles very difficult with the simple 

scheme outlined above. At zero degrees, the background due to the proton beam 

itself would make the measurement impossible. 

The following modificati'on has been developed in order to measure meson 

production cross;..sections at any angle to the beam for any given meson energyo 
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(Figo 1 shows a schematic diagram of a typical arrangement used in the experi-

mento) The target and absorber~detector are placed in a magnetic field so that 

mesons produced in the target circle away from the protons in the beam. Be-

cause of their high energy and large mass~ the protons have trajectories of 

very large radius compared to those of the mesonso Protons inelastically scat-

tered from the ;target will follow the same trajectories as the IDef?ons only if 

they possess the same momentumo It can be shown from the range=energy relations 

that a meson has a range which is about 140 times as large as the range of a 

proton of the same momentumo Thus~ in the region of the absorber in which the 

mesons are stoppeds the background due to heavier charged particles following 

the same trajectories as the mesons is eliminatedo 

Background from particles which might follow different paths than the 

. mesons in travelling from the target ~o the emulsion is reduced by means of 

,l:>r:ass shieldingo The mesons of interest travel down a channel cut into this ... ~ ... ' . 

shieldingo 

The experiment was done under "poor geometrylV conditions 0 The mesons ~ in 

penetrating into th~ absorber containing the emulsion~ experience small angle 

scattering. Therefore~ in order to have as many mesons scatter into the emul-

"~ion as scatter outs the meson beam impinging on the absorber must be large in 

transverse dimensions compared to the root mean square displacement that,the 

me,sons undergo in reaching the end of their rangeo Thus 9 the exit of the meson 

channel has specified minimum dimensionso In additionj the channel is con-

structed so that mesons of the energy interval under consideration can leave 

any part of the target and reach any part of the channel .exito Poor geometry 

is thus obtained for this whole energy interval of mesons being detEctedo 

The mesons sampled by this arrangement are produced with a small spread 

of angles and in a small energy interval. In order to determine the entire 

. 
f \ 
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meson spectrum at any particular angle of production, several experimental runs 

are made, each sampling mesons in a different momentum range. 

The complete angular di.stribution can be obtained by merely changing the 

directionwith which the proton beam strikes the target. This paper explains 

in detail the measurements made at 00 to the beam. 

All the experiments were done in the external beam of the aynchro-cyclotron. 

This made it possible to determine the cross-sections on an absolute scale, since 

the total proton charge could be accurately measured by a calibrated ion chamber. 

III. DETAILS OF THE METHOD 

A. Target 

Pure hydrogen, liquid or gaseous, suggests itself for the target to be 

used in a direct measurement of the cross-section. There are., however, dis-

adv~ntages in using such a target, most of them mechanical. The principal ob-

'. 0 jection is the difficulty of measuring the productlon at 0: the heavy container 

of.the dense liquid or gaseous hydrogen must be placed in a magnetic field if 

the mesons produced by the protons passing through the container walls are to 

,be distinguished from those produced by the protons on the hydrogen. In addi-

tion, the container walls impose the necessity of applying corrections to the 

observed energies of both mesons and protons. 

In the hope that the hydrogen cross-section was perhaps fairly large, the 

meson production from both polyethylene, (CH2)n' and carbon was measured. As 

will:he shown later~ the high cross-section of hydrogen does indeed make it 

possible to. obtain the proton..,.proton meson production spectrum with good accuracy 

by subtracting the carbon spectrum from the CH2 spectrum. 

A calculation of the meson production cross-section requires an exact 

knowledge of the position at which the mesons are produced. Such information 
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is necessary in order accurately':todetermi"rie the solid angle which the 'detector 

subtends at the point of production;\he number "bf rriE;~onswhich decay in flight, 

and the energy loss that the rriesons" and protons suffer by"i~:riizati;n in passing 

through the targeto 

This requirement for a compact target was satisfied by the use of po1y-

ethylene and carbono The density of hydrogen in polyethylene is sufficiently 

high and the external proton beam of the cyclotron intense enough to pei:'mit the 

use of 1/4 inch to 1/2 inch thick targetso The effective area of the target was 

that of the external beam of the cyclotrono A one inch collimator in the con-

crete shielding of the machine produced~ therefore.\> a cylindrical target of 

1 inch diametero 

Bo Magnetic Field 

The magnetic field used in the original investigation to separate the meson 

trajectories from the proton beam was. produced by a magnet, "'hose maxinhim -field 

was about 13 3 000 gausso The pole faces were rectangular in shapej) 12 inches by 

30 inchesj) and were separated by a gap of 2074 incheso 

A "pair spectrometer magnet ~ cohStructed for use at the synchro=cyc10tron, 

became available soon after the initial measurement of the spectrUm was madeo 

The field of this magnet j) with a 3~ 5 inch gap j) had a maximum value of about 

14j) 300 gauss 9 this field was effective over an area sufficiently large to turn 
, 

a 70 Mev meson trajectory through about 900
0' (See Figo 10) B"ecause of the 

larger gap.\> the number of heavy particles scattered by the pole faces was de~ 

creased by using this magneto In additionj) the larger fie?-d made it possible 

to bend the trajectories further away from the beamo The"se two effects pro~ 

duced a great improvement in the meson to background" ratioo", The detailed in

vestigation at the peak of the meson spectrum was made employing the pair 

spectrometer magneto 

II 
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,:, The,magnetic field was .calibrated by means of a nuclear induction meas-

. urernent, ,accurate to at least 0.5 percent. The variation in time of the field 

': during any particular run never exceeded 1 percent. , ., 

,"'l~ ,~ .... 

C, Channel 

The purpose of the brass shielding (see Fig. 1) is . to ciiscriminate against 

, protons and background particles produced in the target~ Without stich'sHielding 

these particles could~ by leaving the target at angl~s other thah 00
-, reach the 

detector by other trajectories 'than those followed by the mesons of interest. 

The width of ' the meson channel in the' brass shielding is required' to be 

large compared to the mean lateral displacement that a meson undergoes by 

mult{ple scattering in the absorber holding the nuclear emulsions. At the same 
. " . 

time, the channel must allow mesons in the desired energy range to reach all 
. . 

'points of the detector-absorber face frorneach part of the target. The rms 

lateral displacement was' calcul~ted by means of the approXimate rela~ion9 

Yrms = 0.03 fZ'R. The channel exit width was thEm designed to be equal t.o a-

, bout 2 .. 5 Yrms" (The channel exit he:ight was always much larger than 2.5 y .) rms 

It is desirable to examine as much of the spectrum as possible in each 

cyclotron run. However~ the acceptance of a large ,energy interval requires a 

wide -channel~ and this decreases the efficacy of the brass shielding. Thus a 

compromise was made between the conflicting requirements of maximum inform~tion 

per run and minimum background. At the high energy region of the spectrum it 

was found feasible to use a channel accepting a 20 Mev interval.. Therefore, 

it was possible to cover the region of the peak in one run. A total of three 

runs were made, each with a different channel, in order to complete the in-

vestigation of the spectrum. 

Do Meson Background 

The mesons produced by those proton which were scattered from the target 
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into the pole faces of the ma~net-formed the meson backgroundo An approximate 

calculatiOll of the number produced in that region of the pole faces from which 

mesons could reach the channel- exit led to an extreme upper iimit' for the back-

ground of 7 percento 

Only ~I1 indic~~:i:;:i..'6h>6r1:;he'b;ickgr~un:d is available experimentally, since a 

removal of the target would eliminate the scatterero Instead of such a removal, 

a run was made with the magnetic_ fieJ,.d removedo No mesons from the target could 
- ___ 1- ,,-

then reach the p1.ateso No mesons were found in the plates~ and the volume of 

emulsion scanned led to an upper limit of less than 10 percent backgroundo 

A further indication of the low background is the absence of negative mesons 

in the emulsions scannedo Although the magnetic field and channel select only 

positive mesons produced in the target in the forward direction, they also ac-

cept from a large area of the pole faces, negative mesons produced by scattered 

protons 0 The total number of mesons counted in the experiment was 11210 The 
-, 

complete absence of any n=-~esons indicates a negligible meson background, and 

consequentlw no background correction was madeo 

Eo Geometry 

In a uniform magnetic field, H, the motion of a meson in a plane perpen-

dicular to the lines of forceldll be along the arc of a circle whose radius of 

curvature is f '" ;~ , where p is the meson momentumo The solid angle subtended 

at the target by unit area perpendicular to a pencil of meson trajectories, 

after the tangent to the mean trajectory has turned through an angle rp, is 
(, 

givem by-

dJl '" 1 

dA p2 P sin f> 
sterol cm2 . , 

if the trajeqtories are approximately perpendicular to the lines of forceo 

(See Appendix 10) 

• t\ 
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It is considerably easier to calculate the solid angle subtended at the 

target by unit area at the photographic emulsion, if the emulsion is placed in 

the gap where the field is uniform. Outside the gap corrections have to be 

made to Eq. (1) because of ~he change in the radius of curvature and the forces 

due to the fringing field. It was found, however ~ that a small increas"e in the 

distance travelled by the mesons decreased the background tracks on the emulsions 
" . ',' 

appreciably. For this reason~ the emulsions were placed not in the gap, but 

immediately outside where the corrections can still be made with good accuracy. 
, . .. 

"" These corrections are discussed in Appendix 1. With this arrangement, the 

solid angle per unit area at the emulsion is given by 

dJl.= 1 

dA f2 (cp + z) (sin ~[l 
f 

", (2) 

where <p is the angle through which the tangent ,to, th~ :,tr,ajectory turns up to 

t,he pole face edge, and x is the distance from, the edge to the emuJ,.sio!l. It is . ' ' 

shown in Appendix 1 that this equation is not subject to mor,e than 1 percent 

error. 

F. Detector 

The nuclear emulsions used were Ilford C-2 and C-3, which are '"sensit'ive 
. - . , :. +., , .~, . :.' , ,~; .~' , 

enough to record the ~ meson produced in the decay of the n -meson at the end 

of its range. For ease of detection the plates were oriented nearly parallel 

" to the meson beam so that the mesons travelled, approximately in the plane of 

the emulsion before stopping. 
_"i 

The absorber in which the emulsions were embedded was 'aluminum~'. For high 

energies, near the peak in the meson spectrum, a copper slab was placed in 
" , 

front of the aluminum absorber holding the emulsiQn (see Fig. 2).' With this 

arrangement, the mesons lost most of their energy by travelling a 'short dis

tance in the copper, and the energy spectrum was spread out along the nuclear 
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plate because of the low stopping power of the aluminum. The range-energy 

curves of Aron)l Hoffman, and Williams
10

:; as corrected by the recent work of 

11 
Mather and Segre ,were used to convert the meson range to energy. These 

latest corrected curves are ac:curate to about 005 percent in energy • 
. >. ~ ,.>::~ ~;;:.';:(/':~"'~>:';i..,,:\ .. ::.: ~ ;"', • ". '.'. : .j:.' ,. ," 

The absorber face was cut so that the mesons entered normally. ll'lith this 

arrangement:; the variation in depth of penetration with angle of incidence is 

a minimum. With a 1 inch diameter target, and the maximum chann~'l width used, 

this angle varied between _30 and +30
, depending on the energy of the meson 

and its po~nts of origin and decayo This produced an uncertainty in depth of 

penetration of less than 002 percent. 

Go Detection Efficiency 

The number of mesons impinging on the absorber can be deduced from the 

number stopping in the plate by the following argument. We assume, for the 

moment, no scatteringo 

Mesons of energy E in the beam will stop in the absorber at a range Ro 

given by the range-;energy relation. However)l those mesons whose trajectories 

lie between Ml and M2Y{see'Flg~':~") Will ~stdp in the enulsion, while mesons whose 

trajectories lie outsic:i~ these two will stop only in ~he aluminum absorber. It 

is, easy to show that the distance a between these two trajectories is given by 

R 
a = d sec a ~ 

Rem 

where Rand R b are the residual ranges of a meson of energy E , the resi-em. a, res . 

dual energy, in emulsion and absorbing material respectivelyo For the angle a 

used, 150
, and the thickness d of emulsion)l about 200 microns, Eres is about 

7 Mev. For aluminiJm and emulsion the ratio R b/R is 1. 200 The number of 
a em 

mesons of energy E in 6E that stop in a strip of emulsion of length ~ (perpen-

/ 

f\ 
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dicular to, the paper in Fig. 3) is then equal to No(E) ilE times the area a x /, 

where N (E)ilE is the number of mesons of initial energyE in ilE per square cm 
'",', ",:"" '0.':::"; .. ' 

? . ~ ". ," .'-

in the be~ coming into the emulsion. 

The spread in meson energy, ilE, in the beam, corresponding to a distance 

ilz along the plate is given by 

ilE ::: ~ ilZ cos Cl 

where dE/dx is the rate of energy loss in,the absorber,at the initial energy of 

'the mesons in the beam. Thus, the number of meso'ns 'that stop in the area 

ilZ xl on the plate'is given by 

'",-, 

s.o, 

~--.;o;----,n~~---- = ~f~)1~~_ 
dE Rab _,d_E Rab 

..( d ilZ 
dx Rem 

( 6) 

The number of mesons per cm2 per Mev in the beam is thus given in terms of Jf n' 

the number of mesons found per unit volume of the emulsion. The thickness, d, 

of the emulsion was measured by a. method devised by H. A. Wilcox
12

• 

The trajectories of the mesons are in fact not straight" as was assumed 

in the above calculation, and it might be expected that the small angle scat-

tering would change the relation given in Fq. (6) appreciably. It is 'not 

difficult to prove, however, that the detection, efficiency of the emulsion is 

independent of the angles that the meson trajectories make With either the ab

sorber face or the plane of the emulsiono ConsequentlYJlEq. (6) all .. "ays gives 

the relationship between the flux of mesons 'of initial energyE impinging on 
I 

. a certain region of the emulsion and the density of stopped mesons in that' 

region. 

If a narrow beam of mesons is incident on the absorber face, however, 



the flux would be decreased by scattering as the mesons traverse the absorber. 

It was for this reason that the meson channel was made wide in order to ensure 

poor geometryo For this case, the flux remains unaffected by scattering as 

the meson beam penetrates the absorbero Thus Eqo (6)~ although calculated as-
, ", ',-: ."~" ::' '·~~~·'~'~f>~~>t>:~:~:·:I:··:.0:r::>: .. ,:"~~' ·::;;~;!~· .. ):~:{i0.;!. ;' . .:. ,'. 

suming' no scattering,-Ts iIi gen.eral trueo 

Ho, Calculation of Cross-.Sectioll . 

In order to measure the_ cross-section for production on an absol:ute :scale, 

the number of bombarding protons, the number of target nuclei per cm2,- and the 

number of mesons produced in the angular and energy intervals of interest must 

all be measuredo By integrating the external proton beam during the bombardment 

using a calibrated ionization chamber, the number of bombarding protons was 

obtained to an accuracy estimated to be better than 5 percento The densities 

of the targets were easily determined from their weights and their simple di~ 

mensionso 

To find the number of mesons. produced per steradian per Mev!1 one needs the 

solid angle subtended at the target by unit area at the emulsion, and,the emul

sion detection efficieh~y<~'As has'beenshoWn, these can both be calculated in 

a straightforward mahnero 

The number of mesons of energy E per Mev per cm2 in the beam is given by 

qtAQ' ~ ~ 
A dEdll dA 

where ~ is the number of protons that passed through the target, q is the den

sity of the target material, Ao is Avagadro's number, A is the molecular weight 

of carbon or CH2, t is the target thickness; d~ is the differential cross
dEcUl. 

section for production of mesons by protons on a carbon nucleus (or a CH2 group) 

per unit solid angle per Mev, and M, is the solid angle per unit area at the 
ciA 

emulsiono 
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Using Eqs. (6) and (7)~ the differential cross-section is therefore found 

·to be 
. 1'" 

dE ~ ~ t Ao dJl 
dx R q A'dA 

em 

10 Corrections to Cross-Section 

M ev-st eradian (B) 

Three corrections. have to be made to Eqo (B) 0 . Two of these take into ac-

count the. decrease in the number of mesons that .reach the detector because of 

1) their decay in flight and 2) their absorption and large angle scattering by 

'}luclei in the copper and aluminum absorberso The third correction arises from 

the us e of a "thickll production target 0 

.1. Decay in Flight 

The lifetime of the n+-meson against decay into a ~meson has been meas

'uredas 2~ 6 x 10-B seco 13 In the meson'is frame of reference an interval of 

time d f eh.pses while the meson travels a distance dr in the' laboratory system, 

where· 

For that part of the meson path that is in air, the meson energy remains 
i 

very near.ly constant, and the time taken to travel the ,distance r fromthe 

target to the absorber face is just 
,CO, 

. 2, 
P c 

/.\. 
t air"" (10) 

Since' this part of the travel is in a' uniform ~gnetic field," 

r = yep (11) 
'" i' 

'and' 

(12) 



where cP is the angle through which the meson's velocity vector turns. Thus, 

~, = -ifec' m ... c2 ,. 
' air " ec ' 

For mesons, this becomes 

.",,1":; ;:;.15<X10-6£.. sec 0 

al.r H 

An analytical eXpression for the time required for the meson to stop in 

the absorber can be obtained by making use of the approximate range-energy 

relation14 

With this relation, it can be shown that 

l' abs. = 8.0 x 10-11 J m.tc2 
' R· 71 sec., 

~ 0 
o 

(15) 

(i6) 

where Ro is the range in cm of the meson of initial energy Eo in the absorber. 

Since the mean life i.s~ 2.6 x lO-g sec j the total correction factor due to 

decay in flight is 

[15 x 10-6 f+8.0j 

, " ' 

(17) 
',' '-',., .::", 

This correction factor is listed in Column 3 in Table I (see Section IV), as a 

function of the mesonenergyo 

20 Nuclear Absorption and Scattering 

An experimental measurement of the nuclear absorption and large angle scat-

,', 

tering cross-section for mesons in aluminum and copper has not to date been made. ~ 

Present indications15
j however, give nuclear area as the order of magnitude for, 

the combined cross-section for these two effects. To deduce the decrease in flux, 

therefore, we have assumed an attenuat~~~ cross=section of n ro2, where 

ro = 1039 Al/3 x 10-13 cmo A combination' of copper and aluminum absorbers was 
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From the above, the attenuation cross-sections are 

,',r, ",; 

Without the absorber~ the flux per Mev is No(E) at the emulsiono In-

sertion of a thickness tal of aluminum and t of copper reduces this to cu ' 

N 1= N e- Ao [(~) 
o 0 . , cu . , (lS) 

where q is the density, Ao is Avagadro's number, and A is the atomic weight 

The magnitude of this correction, as a function of the energy, is given in 

Cblumn 4 in Table I (see Section IV). This correction, unfortunately, is not 

a small one. At the maximum meson energy it is about 25 percent. Therefore, 

in Table I(C), where the corrected values for A ,are given, the values before 

the nuclear attenuation correction has been made are also tabulated. 

3. Thick Target 

By means' of the emulsions, the nilmber of mesons emerging from the target 

in an energy interva16E were measured. : The mesons emerging in 6E were, how

ever,pr9duced ir;t the target in an energy interval S E where, because of the 

non-linear range-energy relation J E < t.E. 
; .. ' 

The relation between 6E and 8 E, the average energy interval at pro~uction, 
., ~. 

is found here. It is clear· from Fig. 4, in which the target of thickness t 
/ 

is fol101t1ed by a sea of the same material, that 

CE - dE o -crx 
x 

S E "" 6E 

I 

~iE I 
dx x 

l 
d~11 ., 

ax tJ ' ' e" 

(19) 

(20) 
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The average J E corresponding to ~ given t,E can be found if one aSS1.DIl.es that 

the production 

get. Then 

Now, using Eq. 

So, 

Therefore, 

spectrum is flat over the energy spread represented by the 
I( : 

t f,(SEJdx 
SE = t,E 

gltl dE I .. 0 dx. t, t dx 
x 

(15), one obtains 

dE -042 -
-==, o5gK R • 
dx 

dEl =: 
05gK 
R ,.42 dx 

0 

$E == 
t 

~1 
o 

and 
dE 

,dx 

dx 

(1+ ~' )042 

Ro 

= o5gK 
(R + xF42 ° 

x 0 

= liE - R f( t, )05g '-J " -- -'L- 1 + - ' 
t .5g Ro -1 . 

~ - , 

tar-

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Thus, since ~ is inversely proportional to the energy interval, in order 
dEdft 

to find the true production cross-section one must multiply the right-hand side 

-of Eqo (g) by 

For small values of t/R this becomes 
o 

O-Corr. = 1 -------
1 - 021 t/R 

o ~un. 

(25) 

o (26) 

For the thin target used in the investigation of the peak, this correction 

'. 
is of the order of a few percent 0 At the lower energy points it becomes more 

~., 

.-
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important. Its magnitude for each of the experime l1ta1 points of the spectrum 

is'f'gi\r'~n:'in Column 5 in Table 10 

ITo RESULTS 

Th:i..~section presents the experimental resultso 

In Table I are listed the cross-sections' for the production of n+-mesons 

by 340 Mev protons on a GH
2 

gr()Up (Table l(A)), a carbon nucleus (Table I(B)).9 

and a freeproton (Table I(G))o The date in Table I(C) is obtained by sub

t~ilctiri.g I(B) from I(A)o 

'Goluinn 1 gi';"'es the en~rgy of production of the mesons, as deduced, from their 
; . I • 

range~ For example, the mesons at the peak of the CH2 spectrum passed through, 

successively, 1/4 inch ofGH2 target, 56 cm of air; 1036 cm of copper, and ' 

finally 3010 em of aluminumo Mesons with this range, having undergone no scat-

tering would 'have started with 70.0 Mev, the energy assigned the experimental 
, , ' 

peak shown in Figo 50 · (Those mesons originating in the center of the 1/4 inch 

CH
2 

target did not, of course, pass through the' entire thickness of the target. 

However, it is shown in Appendix IV that peak energy mesons which are produced 

at the front of the target emerge from it with the same energy a's 'those pro

duced at the back: by the protons which have also been degradedo) 

Column 2 gives the cross-sections as calculated by Eq. (8)0 Columns 3, 4, 

and 5 give the correction factors due to d~cay in flight, nuclear absorption and 

scattering, and the thick targeto 

In Column 6 are given the final corrected cross-sections, and Column 7 

gives the statistical probable errorso The absolute value of these cross

sections is assigned a probable error of':15 percent because of the uncertainties 

in the scanning efficiency of the observer, in the integration equipment, and 

in the stopping power of the emu1siono 

\ ' .. , 



In Column a are given the 'cross-sections for production from hydrogen" 

uncorrected for nuclear absorption. 

As will be seen, by consulting Table I, the CH2 peak was examined in de

tail; but only one point in th{senergy region was measuredfor,.carbon-. This . ~ . . 

".seems justified shlce the CH2 spectrum :is -so intensely peaked that the exact 

details of the slowly chariging carbon spectrum need not be known in order to 
.. 

get a good subtraction. However, als~ shown in Table.I(B) are resultsont-he 

production from carbon recently obtained by Merritt and SchulzJ,:6"normalized 

so that their 74 Hevpoint agrees with the 70 Mev point from this (3xperiment. 

Since the spectrum is apparently quite flat in the vicinity of the hydrogen 
~ . ' . 

peak, the ,value of 12.3 x 10-30 cm2 Mev-l ,ster-l was used for the carbon' 

differential cross-section in the interval from 60 to 75 Mev. 

Fig. 5 is a graph of the differential cross-section for the pI:'oduction of 

+ n -mesons by protons on protons as a function of the meson energy. 

The integral of the hydrogen spectrum over the entire energy scale. gives 

dcf = 2 0 0 4 2 t -1 d.J'\. - • :!: 0 cm s e1' • 

The integral over the hydrogen peak alone, from 65.5 Mev to 76.0 Mev, 

which is shown in the next section to be a,result of deuteron formation, gives 

~~= 1.3 + 003 cm2 ster-l • 



Table IA 

p + CHi~n+ 

, Meson 
Energy 
(Mev) 

1705 

3400 

6009 

6308 

6507 

6702 

·6$08 

7007 

7203· 

7307 

75 .. 6 

f:' 

i :' 

TABLE I 

".Differential Cross-Sections for the Production of n + Mesons 

by 340 Mev protons on CH2 (Table ~~); Carbon (TableIB); 

and Hydrogen (Table IC)o 

do- 30 Deca;Vin Nuclear " Thick dO"" 
-dRdEIO ' corr 

'Flight' Absorption. 'Target Corrected' 
cni2-·~stlr-l Correction Correction Correction Differential 

Mev-- Factor Factor Factor Cr~ss"';Section 
(Eq08) em Mev-1 ster~l 

300 1013 1002 loll 308 x 10-30 

503 1009 1006 loll 608 

1303 1008 10:1.8 1001. 1701 

1108 1008 1020 1001 1504 

1308 1008 1021 1001 1802 

2208 1008 1022 1001 3004 

4504 1008 1023- 100).- . 6009 

:50.;5 1007 1024 . 1001 6706 

1807 1007 1025 ' 1001 2503 ' 

1102 1007 lo2~ 1001 1503 

10.9 le07 1028 1001 1501 

.~ ~ 

',", . 

(' 

Statistical dO'" 
Probable dJtdE 
Error . Uncorrect ed 

.... --.~ for lI)"uc;lear 
Absorption 

:006 x 10-30 

OoJ. ,'. I 
I\) 

100, ? 

105. 

200 

201 

205 

20:7 

202 

109, 

2.00 



Table I (cantt.) 

Meson dcr- 1030 Decay in Nuclear Tl'icK do-corr 
Statistical dcr 

Energy dndE Flight Absorption Target Correc ed Probable Uncorrected 
(Eq. B) Differential Error for Nuclear 

-C2oss-Sectioh 
cm Mev-l ster-l 

Absorption 

Table IE 17.5 Mev 109 1013 1.02 1.10 2.6 x 10-30 ~ 003 x 10-30 

p + c~n+ 34.0 303 1.09 1.06 1.19 h.5 0.4 

.4,0.2* B.S 1.1 

54.0* 13.~ 1.2 

66.?*- 12·3 1·4 I 
l\) 

70.0 9.2 1.06 1.24 1.02 12.3 1.4 .. 
). 

74.0* 12.3 .. 1.2 

Table IC 17.5 0.6 0.3 0.6 

p + p~+ 34.0 1.2 0.4 loi 

60.9 2.4 0~9 . 2.0 

63.B 1.6 1.0 1.3 

65.7 2.9 1.3 2.4 

67.2 9.0 1.3 7.4 
6B.B 24.1 1·4 20.0 

70.7 27.1 1.5 22.3 

72.3 6.5 1.4 5.1 
7).5 1.5 1.2 1.2 
15.6 

*Data of Merritt and Schulz 

I 1.4 1.2 1.0 
J: : 
T ~. 

'" 



v 0 DISCUSSION 

Two possible reactions can occur in this experiment~ 

p + p --+11+ + n + po 

p + p ~n+ + do 

(A) 

(B) 

At maximum meson energy the proton and neutron possess the same velocity and a 

deuteron may be formedo 

The maximum meson energy is determined by the proton beam energy, the meson 

mass, and the total mass of the resulting nucleonso If a deuteron is formed, 

its binding energy is available to the reaction and the maximum meson energy is, 

in the laboratory system; 4 Mev higher than for no deuteronformatio,no (The 

dynamics of the litwo :bodyilproblem at maximum meson energy are discussed in 

Appendix 2.) 

ThUs, if the products· of the reaction are a meson, a proton, and a neutron, 

then the meSon energy spectrum will consist of a continuum from 0 Mev t.o the 

maximum meson energy attainable in reaction (A)o If a deuteron is formed, the 

spectrum will contain, in addition, al,ine 4 Mev above the cut-off in the con= 

tinuumo· 

Initial experimental results showed a strong peak near the upper limit of 

the maSon ·energy spectrum3,5o This led to the suggestion made by Brueckner, Chew, 

and .Hart "1 that, the wave function of the final nucleon system. must st.rongly affect 

the meson spectrumo This wave function, dependent as it ,is on the relative mo-

mentum of the two final nucleons, is a rapidly varying function of the energy 

of the meson near the maximum meson energyo The development of this idea by 

Brueckner and Watson8 led to a phenomenological theory which predicted spectra 

in good agreement with :the experimental resultso A complete discussion of their 

treatment of the problem is given in their papero 

In this treatment an expression is obtained for the production cross-section 
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in terms of the final wave function· of the riucleon-nucleon system evaluated at 

the system's center of mass~ tF(0)9 a factor proportional to the, momentum space 

available to the resulting particles~ dJ, and, in addition~ a series of terms 

involving the meson momentum~ p, and the angle of production, &, in the nucleon-

nucleon-meson center of mass systemo (These last terms correspond to the various 

wave states of the mesono) 

dcr -= dJ I 'fr,( 0) 12 ~. + Bp2 + Cp2 cos26 + -----:], (27) 

The contribution of the various possible final nuCleon-nucleon wave functions, 

'fF( 0), and of each of the terms in the meson momentum expansion is to be deter-

mined by this and other meson production experiments~ 

The outstanding feature in the spectrum of mesons produced at zero degrees 

by protons on protons which such a theory has to explain~ is the intense peak 

near maximum meson energyo The shape ·of the spectrum near the peak is primarily 

~e~errrd"I1ed.\l in the theory, by the final nucleon wave function.; In order for s.uch 
- ---- - -- -- ---------

triplet or singleto 

If the resulting nucleons are produced into a 3S state, then according to 

Brueckner and Watson, meson production \dll be accompanied by d'euteron formation 

for a large percentage of the time. The line resulting from the deuteron forma-

tion will be intense compared to the continuum, thus explaining the peako Fig. 

6A shows a typical theoretical spectrum for the nucleons produced into the 3S 

stateo 

If the nucleons are left in the lS state, a strong peak will still arise 

because of the resonance resulting from the low energy virtual stateo This peak 

occurring at the cut-off iIi the continuum would be 4 Mev lower than the line 

which results if a deuteron is formed 0 Figo 6B shows a typical spectrum for this 

caseo 
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It can be concluded from the results of this' exPeriment 'that' the pea.k in 

the spectrum is due solely to deuteron formation. In order to arrive at this 

conclusio~, it was necessary to make an estimate of the resolution of the ap

paratus.. (The resolution is discussed in' Appendix 3.) The resolution was 
, 

folded into the theoretical spectra of Brueckner and Watson, and the resulting 

curves were compared with the experimental pointso 

Fig. 7, curve II, shows the result of folding the resolution into that 
1 . 

spectrum in which the nucleons are left in the S state, and the mesons are 

produced into a P state with a cos2 distribution in the center of mass system, 

(~he third term in Eqo (27));; As mentioned above, the shape of the spectrum 

at the peak is primarily determined just by the final nucleon state" This 

choice for the meson wave state, however, gives the best fit, of the IS nucleon 

theoretical spectra, to the experimental points near the peako 

Fig. 7, curve I, shows the result of folding the resolution into that spec

trum in which the nucleons are left in the 3S state, and the mesons are again 

produced into a P state with a cos2 distributiono Since the main feature of 

this spectrum is a line displaced upward by 4 Mev from the continuum,_ this curve 

is, essentially a plot of the estimated resolution~ (The resolving power is 

sufficiently high, as is shown in Appendix 3 , that the apparatus does' nQt,. 

appreciably mix the continuum and the ,line spectrum,,) The selection .. of ,the' 

p'articular momentum and angular distribution of the meson is even less critical 

. here than for the IS case, since the intense deuteron peak is the essential. 

'feature"of all the 3Sspectrao 

. Fig~:' .,. also shows the exPerimental pointso Both theoretical curves are 

normaiiz'ed so that the area from 650 5 Mev to 7606 Mev agrees ~th the area under 

the experimental po'i~ts in' the same energy int~~valo The close fit of curve I 

with the experimental results is strong evidence that the peak corresponds to 
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deuteron formation. It is clear that the experimental points, on the other hand, 

are not in agreement with either the half-width or the assymetric character of 

curve II for the lS case. 

The experimental results thus establish that the peak is largely due to 

deuteron formation. There is still the possibility to be examined that the 

peak contains an appreciable contribution from lS final nucleon states. How-

ever, the singlet S peak contribution will occur 4 JI-1ev: below the contribution 
I 

from the triplet S deuteron linea Since, as mentioned above, the resolving power 

of the apparatus is high enough to distinguish details in the spectrum that are 

4 Mev a,part, any appreciable singlet S contribution would have occured in the 

experimental results as a separate peak 4 Mev below that of the deuteron. There-

fore, it can be said that the intense peak is due entirely to deuteron formation. 

Since the peak accounts for approximately 70 percent of the total cross 

section at 00 , it is clear that at least 70 percent of the mesons nroduced at 

OOa-re -accompan~~q _r,:y _12~cl€ons in the 3S state. Information from 'the peak alone, _._ .. _-_.-
however, is not -sufficient to determine the wave states into which the mesons 

are produced. It might be expected that the lower energy portion of the exp'eri-

mental spectrum could help determine the contribution from each of the meson 

and nucleon wave states. Final nucleon states other than 3S could contribute 

to fF(o) in Eq. (27) at energies in the continuum. (The solid curve in Fig. 5 

shows the theoretical curve, with the resolving power folded in, assuming that 

all of the mesons are produced in the P state with a oos2 distribution aCCOID-

panied by nucleons in the 3S state.) There are two factors that make analysis 

of the continuum difficulto First, since several angular momentum states of 

the final nucleon system can contribute to rF(o), there are many possible 

if F(o) which, taken with various values for the constant-s in Eq. (27), re

sult in theoretical spectra which agree with the slowly varying continuum that 

was found experimentallyo Second, since aCH2 - C subtraction method was used, 
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thelo;wp~oduction cross section from hydrogen at low energies resulted in 

poorer statistics in this region than at the peak. A more sensitive method of 

determining the coefficients of the various terms in the phenomenological theory 
. 45,6 

woulc bf an investigation of thE. production cross-section at other angles ' 

and for other proton beam energies.* 

(A region of the spectrum not investigated is .that between 0 Mev and 15 Mev, 

where the high background and low cross-section for meson production made scan-

ning too difficult to be reliable. In this region, however, a departure from 

the fiat character of the low energy spectrum is possible~ At the maximum meson 

energy, the two nucleons have a very small relative velocity thus leading to the 

large peak. Similarly, at about 15 Mev, the meson and one nucleon have low rela-

tive velocity. If a large attractive interaction exists between meson and nu

cleon, the wave function of the two particles will be "bunched" near their center 

of mass, in a manner analagous to the proton-neutron bunching at maximum meson 

energy, and thm: an increase incross-section is possi'Qleo 

VI. ,MESON MAss DEI'ERMINATION 

The sharp peak in the meson energy spectrum at maximum energy provides a 

method of measuring the n+-mesonmass, since the meson energy at the peak d~

pends only on the meson mass, the proton beam energy, and the total mass of the 

resulting nucleons. (See Appendix 2 on dynamics.) 

As was shown in the preceding section, the peak results from deuteron for

mation. Therefore, the total mass of the resulting nucleons to be used in the 

mass determination must be that of the deuteron. One needs, then,' only the 

energy of those mesons which are accompanied by deuteron formation and the pro

ton beam energy in order to determine the meson mass, using the .dynamics of 

Appendix 2. 

* . A. Schulz and' J. Merritt are at present mea~~ring the production cross
section at lower proton energies. 
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" 

The energy of the mesons in the deuteron peak was found by loc~ting, t0~ 

energy at which the deuteron line spectrum must occur in order that the,experi

mental points agree with the curve obtained by folding the experimental reso

lution into the theoretical spectrum. Any of the 3S spectra by Brueckner and 

Watson (see Section v) will, after the resolution is folded in, fit the experi-

mental points at the peak if the line' spectrum resulting from deuteron formation 

occurs at 7006 Hevo* 
v 

The proton beam energy was mea'sllred from its Cerenkov radiation by Mr. 

17 R. Lo Mather 0 The beam energy measurements, made immediately before and, after 

the bombardment of the target, did not differ perceptibly. ' Since ,the cyclotron 

controls were not disturbed during the run, it was assumed that the beam. energy 

was constant in time. This energy, measured just beyond the snout of the co1-

1imator of the external proton beam, was 34103 Mev! about 1 Mev. During the 

bombardment of the CH
2 

target, ,an ion chamber, used for the integration of the 

beam, was interposed between the snout and the target. The beam of original 

energy 341.3 Mev travelled through the ion chamber, and in addition, through 

about one meter of. air before striking the ~H2 target •. The energy of the :beam 

;:lmpinging on the target was 34004 : 100 Mevo 

With this proton energy and the value of 70.6 Mev for the peak energy a,t 

which the mesons are produced, the meson mass is determined to be 275.1 : 205 

* It is to be noted that the experimental peak occurs at 70.0 Mev in Figs. 5 and 
7, rather than at 70.6 Mev, the energy at which the mesons are produced. This 
apparent discrepancy arises because the energy of each of the experimental 
points plotted in Figs. 5 and 7 was determined from therange~energy curves 
under the assumption that the mesons did not undergo small angle scattering 
in reaching the end of their rangeo In the estimation of the resolution 
(Appendix 3 )' , the scattering has been taken into account. Thus, the solid 
curve of Fig. 5, ,whi ch results from folding the resolution into a 3S spectrum 
with the deuteron line located at 70.6 Mev, exhibits a peak shifted down to 
70.0 Mevo Since the method of determining the resolution is approximate, 
this shift in the peak position is uncertain to an estimated 30 percent. 

, .' 
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el,ectron masses. 'i, 

The estimated errors contributing to the uncertainty ?-n the mass measure... 

ment are given in Table II. The source of the error is given in Column I. The 

estimated error is given in Column II. And the resultant error in the meson 

mass is given in Column III. 

TABLE II. ESTIMATED ERRORS IN MESON MASS DETERMINATION 

; . ,Source of Error 

.Measurement of 
range in absorbers 

Uncertainty ,in 
range-energy curves 

Shift of peak due 
to scattering . 

Fit of theoretical 
curve to experi
mental. points' 

Proton beam 
energy 

,Estimated Error 
in Source 

+ 2% in range or 
+ O.S Mev in meson 
energy 

! 1 Mev in meson 
energy 

! 0.2 Mev in meson 
energy 

+ 1 Mev in meson 
energy 

! 1 Mev in proton 
energy or 
:!: 0.9 Mev in meson 
energy 
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VIlle APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1, SOLID ANGLE CALCULA'fION 

In this section those aspects of magnetic focussing are investigated which 

affect the calculation of the solid angle subtended at the target by unit area 

at the emulsion. Although the focussing properties of magnetic fields are well 

known, considerable space will be taken here to derive the, expressions which are 

most useful in this calculation. 

A. In a Uniform Nagnetic Field 

The solid angle .subtendedat'the :tat'€;'et by a unit area normal to the tra-

jectory can be. calculated easily for the case in which the trajectory lies en-

tirely in a uniform magnetic fieldo In Fig. 8 a plan view is shown of two tra-

jectories for two equal momentum mesons'in a 'llniform magnetic.field'which'iS 

perpendicular to the figure. The trajectories originate at point A, the -target, 

and terminate at points Band C,where C is so: chosen as to lie on the radius 

OB. The length 6u, equal toBC isnearly:perpendicUlar to both trajectories for 

small values of 6u. The tangent at A to the arc AB makes an angle 69 with the 

tangent at A to the arc AC. The distance 6u thus subtends an angle in the hori-

zontal plane of 69 at the point Ao 

To determine- 6u in terms o'f 69, we have', 

6u :; J - 'cr - v sin~) cos f,. (28) 

N 0''; , to first order, 

and cos ~ :;' '1 (29) 

So, 

66 = 6u 
fsinf) 

( 30) 
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·<The vertical ~ngle, /Ja, intheselid ang;le,. ~a /Je, is related to. a vertical 

distance /J l' in the usual way, since the magnetic field dees net distert the 

tra,jecteries in the vertical directien. Thus, (see Fig. 9) 

r/Ja== /J ( • ( 31) 

. : Since the distance . requals the length ef the~ trajectery j'P , 

/Ja =&, 
fCP 

, Thus, the selid angle per unit. area is 

( 1) 

B. Cerrectiens 

gerrectiens must he made to. Eqo (1) because the nuclear emulsiens "lere net 

lecated in the uniferm field, ,but were placed just eutside ef the magnet g~p in 

~he .. f:ringing field. Eq. (30) is new clearly incerrect, since thf') traje~torie~ 

are no. lenger circular.frem beginning to. end .. In additien, bE,lcaus El of the nature 

ef a magnetic field, :thi3re are fringing field ferces ,tp.at further dis:te~ the 

trajecteries. These cerrectiens can be determined by examining the expressien 
-~:. . , 

fer the Lerentz ferce en a,mesen in a fringing magnetic fieid. 

Censider a semi-infinite field such as is shewn in Fig. 10.' This is' a, . 

geod, appreximatien to. the actual field at the pele face'edgeo In a current free 

regien, curl it = 00 Since the field is semi-infinite, Hx and Hz de net change 

in the y directien and we have 
;,' -," . .'.i; 

,',' (33) 
'; ;. ~ .. 

* In deriving Eqo (1), it,has p,?en assumed that the trajecteries, are .all very 
nearly in a plane perpendicular to. the lines cf fcrce. This was implied by 

,setting r equal to. f<P inEq. (J2) and also. ,in deriviIlg Eq. (30). It, .can. 
be easily shewn, however, that for all possible trajecteries from target to. 
emulsi6n in thi's.i(3xperiment, co.rrections because.o,f the .vertical ccmponent 
cf th~,metien are enly ef the order ef 0.1 percent. . . 
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Therefore, since H is zero at z==O (the median.plane), at a small dis
x 

tance 6z above that plane, 

H (6Z) = ~H..c 6Z = ~ 6Z· H = O· H = Hz "( x) • 
x ~ 'ox' y 'z 

So, since F == (v xH)e/c, the components of the force on a meson leaving the -gap 

at 6z are: 

F- == (-v H + v H ) ~ = ~ v H (35a) x z y y z c c yz 

Fy = (-v H + vzHx ) & == (-v H + v pHz 6Z)- ~ (35b) x z c x z z '2)x 

F = (-vyB + v H ) ~ == -~ v 'Z)Hz 6Z (35c) z x x y c c y ?)x 

Now ~ vxBz and ; v~z are the components of the Lorentz force already con-

sidered implicitly in obtaining the relation (30): 69 == 6u . But, since 
ysin~ • 

Hz decreases at the gap edge, this formula no longer holds. The correction to 

-Eq. (1) because of these two terms will be taken up later. 

First, we consider the other two terms in the Lorentz force 

and, fr.om Eq. (35b) 

~v ~ 6Z 
c y ~x 

F =jLV' ~Hz 6Z. 
y c z ax 

(36) 

The first of these gives rise to the "thin lens" formula, as is shown here. 

Consider a trajectory leaving the magnetic field. (See Fig. 11.) It is 

ass~ed that the field goes from H to zero in a distance small compared with 
o 

the trajectory length. (See Fig. 120) (This assumption will be discussed 

later.) It can thenb~ shoWn that the region in-which the field drops to zero 

acts, for each vertical plane, like a lens wi th- a- focal -length f : - f , 
tand 
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fo~t~ose trajectories originating on the median planeo f is the radius of 

ctir~~iure of the trajectories in theu.niform magnetic field, and cf is the angle 

the vertical plane makes with that particular vertical plane which is normal to 

the gap edgeo Since the targ~t extends above and below the median plane, how

ever, all the trajectories clearly db not originate in this planeo It becomes 

necessary, therefore, to find the quantity which corresponds to the focal length, 

as shown below. 

The change in momentum due to the force Fz = ~ vy :~z 6Z occurs, according· 

to the above assumption,. only in the region between .Qj" and .Q.2 (Fig., 12) o· This 

momentum change 

Since, 

then, 

'OH ' 
F = ,e v tand--Z '6Z 

z ~ C x ~x ' 
., 

01 

6pz = - ~ 6Z tanc5 J I ,. dHz • 

Ho 

Now" (see Fig. 13) 

A d 'th P = ~ thi 'ld n Wl.. J eH'· s Yl.e s 

Thus, 

6p 
z 

Pz 

a tan! 6Z 
(6Z) I 

o 

Pz' =p + 6p == P ~ .. 6Z ~tanJ')o 
z z z. - ( 6Z) t f , 

(37) 

(39) 

,(41) 

(42) 

, After passing through .the fringing region, the particle which starts., at a 

point that is a distance babove the median plane and a distance a ' from the 

gap edge moves as though from a point t. (See Fig. 13.) From Fig. 1), it can 
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and 

~ _ (1 _ ~ a tan!)] 
[ (6Z) J'. 

:: J.. 0 

g 

The quantity g .. corresponds to a "focal length" since the "object .dis-

. tance", a, and the "image distance", t, are related to it by the. thin lens 

equation. g becomes a true focal length when the trajectory originates on· 

the median plane ( b .. O) 0 

This tI focal length", g, is now used to determine the relation between 

the increment of angle, 
i 

6a , subtended at the target by a small vertical dis. 

tance, 6 t ' at the position of the emulsion. 

From Fig. 13, 

So, 

Therefore, 

a' =~ 1 
a. 1 + x (.1 - l) a g 

6a' - 62 
- flP + xCl + ~ tand') , 

(45) 

(46) . 

(47) 

where ~ ~s the angle through which the tang~nt to the trajectory turns from the 

target to the pole face edgeo This reduces to Eq. (32) when x = O. 

Next, we considerthe second of the fringing terms. (See Eq. (36).) 

, Fy = v 1JHz 6Z ~ prodUCeS a distortion of the trajectories in the horizontal 
Z?)x' c 

plane. If, as above, we calculate the change in momentum resulting from this 

,/ 
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force, we obtain 

",'..; 6py = - ~ H 6Z ~ = _ P 6Z • Vx 0 c z f 

The displacement of the trajectories resulting from this momentum change is 

shown in Fig. 14. The trajectories OAI andOB', cross the gap edge at the same 

distance above the median plane. Thus, the 6py of the mesons travelling along 

OAt and OBI are the same, and the distance AI BI is equal to the distance ABo 

It is also easily shown that the distances AICI and AC, perpendicular to the 

trajectories, are equal to within a few hundredth of a per cent. The fringing 

forces, then, produce no change in~, even though the trajectories are dis-

torted. We can therefore neglect F = ~v 1>Hz6Z in determining corrections 
y c z > (3x 

to the solid angle relation. 

The correction to Eq. (30) because of the decrease in H in the terms z 

~ Vx Hz and g Vy Hz is now calculated.. These two terms, as mentioned above, are 

the components of the Lorentz force 'considered in deriving the equation for the 

solid angle in a uniform field. 

Thp. trajectories of the mesons as they left the magnetic field made, an 

angle C of about 5 degrees with,the normal to the gap edge. Fig. 15 illustrates 

this. It is, assumed again that the field is uniform to the pole face edge and 

is zero beyond. Then upon reaching the pole face.edge, the traje~tory. becomes, 

the tangent to the circle. Since the trajectory OBA has more of its length 

in the field than OC, the non-perpendicular exit produces a focussing effect. 

, f. 
We now find the angle,> (68)', between thetrajectories'as they leave the 

target, as a function of the distance between them, 6u, outside the field at 

a distance~ x, from the pol~ face edge • 

We see from Fig. i5'that' 
. ,~;.:~, 

.,:; ,;-'. 

. :! : 

(49) 
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'.' . 

Now, 

bip '" i fn~ = sinf tan! (be)' /' (50) 

since 

.1 cost '" d = f( be)' sin<p. (51) 

And (see Fig. 8) 

~= (b9)' cos<p 0 (52) 

Therefore 

w = (i\9) , (sincp tand - cos <p ) 0 ( 53) 

But, 

bu =,(.j (z - x)= d -wx = (be)' fsinqJ-c.JX 

since 

d = W(z + y) ~(.Jz, ( 55) 

So. finally. 

bu = (be)' (.r sin 47 -x sin~ tand + xcoscp) _ (56) 

or 

(be) , _ 1 • 
bu J sinrp - x sin<p tand' + x cost{) 

(57) 

With x 0: 0, 1. e. no change in field along the trajectory, this reduces to (30). 

The solid angle per unit area, corrected for the fringing field and the 

non-perpendicular exit of the meson from the field gap, is, after substituting 

from Eqs. (47) and (57) 

( be)' (bu) , == ___ =-~_l--;,; • (59) 

bu bl (f<P + x) [1 +(ptan JYPqJ: x)] r~i~<ps~l'; ~~~ ~J 
The value of x used in the' experimental arrangement was approximately 

2 inches, while f was about 14 inches. t was about 5 degrees, and consequently 

tan!- had a value ~f about 0.1. Expanding the right-hand side of Eq. (58), and 

neglec~ing terms of the order of x2tan.§ compared to terms of the ~rder of f2, 
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we o b-y ain a relation for the solid angle, which, for the experimental dimensions 

is accurate to better than 1 percentg , 

(2) 

This expression is identical to the formula 1 (for small x/p) 
o2,()1 " " J 4 ~ Sln . ' 

Thus, if one assumed that the uniform field extendedtbthe 
I 

where tp = tp+ ~o 
, f 

emulsion, the result would be accurate to first order in xf;p', (ortb within 2 
, " 

percent here)o This was all derived on the basis that the field dropped toze:r-o 

in a very small distanceo However, since the field actually does not drop to 

zero in a distance short compared to x, the above expression is accurate to 

better than 2 percent. 

The reason that the effect of the drop off in magnetic field is so small 

is that, although the vertical field, H , which produces the focussing inside , z 

the region of the uniform field decreases near the gap, the fringing forces re~ 
> ~ 

sulting from curlH = 0 produce a focussing action which fo"r small x(f exactly 

compensates for this decrease in H 0 z 

It can also be shown that the change in the solid angle due to the loss in 

energy in the absorber is neg~igibleo 

APPENDIX' 20 DYNAMICS 

At the maximum meson energy, the product nucleons, neutron and proton~ 
" ' \ 

have the same velocity, and the dynamics become simply those for the two body 

problem. The momentum and energy balance equations for this problem were solved, 

gi~ng the ,Yn of the ,meson in the laboratory system in terms of the proton beam 

Yp' the total mass of the resulting nucleons, the mass of the ~eson, fin, the 

proton mass, mp, and the angle <p at which the meson is produced in' the' labora

tory syst emo 
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where, if T is the kinetic energy in the laboratory system, y = 1 + T 1m c2, n 11 n 

y = 1 + Tplm c2, b = mF2 = IDn2~ mF is the total combined mass of the final 
p p mp fin 

nucleons, and r ; mpimno 

Using Eqo (59), the dependence of the maximum meson energy on various para-

meters has been calculated under the assumption that mF is the deuteron mass. 

The maximum mE;lson energy is plotted as a function of angle of production in 

Fig. 16. 

For mesons of 27501 electron masses, and 340 Mev protons, the change in 

maximum meson energy due to a change in proton energy is 

~-d~ - 0091. (60) 

For 3401·1ev protons the change in the maximum meson energy with meson mass 

is, in the vicinity of 2I501electron masses, given by 

(61) 

These calculations assumed the nucleons to be in a bound state, with mF 

equal to the deuteron mass. If, instead, we take mF to be the sum of neutron 

and proton masses, the maximum meson energy is obtained for the case of no 

deuteron formation. For 27501 electron mass mesons and 340 Mev protons, this 

energy is 66012 Mev. The difference between the maximum energies with and with-

out deuteron formation is thus 70028 = 66.12 = 4016 Mev. 

APPENDIX 30 RESOLUTION 

The experimental energy spectrum of the mesons was determined from the 

density of meson endings found at each depth in the absorbero The density of 

m~sons as a function of -range was then converted to the density of mesons a,S a 

function of energy by means of therahge-energy curves for mesons. This de-



'. 

tection method introduces a finite resolving power intot-ne apparatus.· Mesons 
I 

of a partiC1.~larenergy will not have a unique depth of penetration into the ab~ 

s6rber~~'cause of range straggling and multiple small angfe scattering. ,The 

frrs:t/~;etfectis due to· the statistical fluctuations in the number of cbllisions 

I the'me~onundergoes.9 and gives a gaussian distribution in'rarigeo 'The Williams" 

scattering gives rise to a distribution in depth of'penetration for mesons of 

the same range because the projected range depends on the angles through which' 

e~;chin:eson has been scattered in the course of its· travel through. the absorber .. 

Sin'Ce theehergy of a meson was deduced from the position of its ending in the, 

absorber, the above variation in depth of penetration fora monoenergetic beam' 

of mesons will manifest itself as an apparent spread in the energies of the 

mesons coming into the absorbero 

. Further energy' smearing ?light a ris e because the detector accepts mesons 

from' a small range of angles about zero degrees,. and the mesontut-off energy 
'. , 

or peak energy, in which we are interested, varies with the angle of, production. 

The effect of this. angular spread in mesons accepted by the detector. can be 

calculated for maximum energy mesons qu:i:.te easily,sincethe dynamics 'of the.'.' 

production: process are then straightforward (see Appendix 2) and the simple 

geometry is amenable to precise measurement. Figo 16 shows that the maximum 
. -. . 

meson energy produced in the proton-proton interaction ~hange~ very slowly as 

.the a.ngl.e of, production is, varied abo~t 00 • The geometry of the exp'eriment .' 

allowed a variation in angle, for the maximum energy mesons,fr,9m-:39. to +30 ,'. 

\ \. ~ . . , 

wilicr corresponds to !l $pread in .energy of less than 002 l-iev. . Therefore,.th:j.s 

effect can be neglected in d;etermining the resolving power. 

The use of a thick target would also be expected to decrease the .resolving 

p~ As is shown in Appendix 4, however, for this particular reaction, 

p + p~n +, the effect of the finite ta~getthickne~s on the resolution is 

i' 

. , " :''''''~-.) 
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negligi ble, fot> maximum energy mesons.· 

Thus" the'm.ain causes of the' finite resolving power introduced by the ,de ... 

t.ect1on method are the multiple small angle scattering and the range straggl;n~ 

ment1oneq, above. An additional energy spread is introduced into the expertm,eni;, 

py the Prot.on beq,m, which is itself not monoenerget.ic. The energy distribution 

of ~x¥tWl1 energy mesons because of each of these three effects has been cal .. 

C'4-lateq below. The three distributions are then folded together. The :result~n~ 

em-ve, shown ~n Fig. 19G, gives the distripution ~n energy t.hat maximum energy .. 

meson~ p!"oq.'tced ~n'proton~proton collisions Will be observed t.o have when pr~ 

QUCad C!-nq q,E;r\:-ected with the experimental equipment used. ,., 

+11e :re~Q+ut~on has been assumed to be constant over the high energy part ' 

pft.h.~ sp~~~:r'tm tn opta~n~ng the cprves ~n ftg~ 7! 

+p,e qept-h of penetration for a monoenergetic ,beam pf meson~ en:!:.er~l1~)H'l 

~PS,Orper nq~a:P~;r wi+l have a qistripution, due to !3catt.ering~ Which ise9o+

Pl4-q.1feqbetp"! apPtq~at.ely! 

. 'fhe ~~t:rtpution in angle that a co:p.imated monoenergetic Pearn of ~e~pp~j 

. w;:I+ r9sef:H~!3 after passtng tqroug)1 anapsorber 0+ ~)1ickne~s ~ is ~~~6,~~p 

wt~p ~ m~an ~~~re angular spread givepby the expres~iop18 

WPereN .~~ ~he nllffiber pf at.oms per cUpic centimeter of the abso'rper~ ~ ~~. rn~ 

QhC!-rg~ on H+e meSt:>n in eJ,.ect.ronic charge unit.s, ~i,s the atomic, c~r~e of t-h~ 
r - ..... , ~:.,' • 

~b;:l9rb~:!'r ~terial, e is the electronic charge,' ao is the Eohr raclil.l$ ,9on4 V 

C!-nd p are the velocity and momentum of the mesons. 

If Fq,. (62) is written as 

2 
erms = lili f (E) dx 

dx E 

, ," ~:.; 

o. , 
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where, mn: and;" lIle are the masses of the meson and electron and dE/d,x is. the rate 

ofelle,~gy;loss of mesons in the absorber, then the factor.;e(E) is a ,slowly 

varying, fii.rlction ofE, the kinetic energy. .This factor is plotted in Fig. 17. 

for aluminum. (Within a few percent, J: (E) has the ·same values for copper as, . 

f9r aluminum.) 

.'. Now the originally collimated beam becomes more and mo~e spreaq. out in,angle 

af). it, passes through the absoI1ber •. The additional spread it receive.:sineach. dx 
'- ," , . . 

is independent of. the scattering it received in the previous dx's. ConsequEmtly, 

N'l:e~ resultant distribution in angle at apy d('3pth x will be a gaussian of mean 
',;~ 

,square angular displacement equ~l to the" sum of the mean square displacements 

.of. all. dx' s from x = 0 to X = x. This is expressed as 

. 2 G (x) 
rms 

2·. .' 
wher.e· 0 rm~ (x) is the accumulated mean square angle and Eq. (63) has beeIl·;;u~:~d 

for e~ms(x)~ Selecting from the plot of the slowly varying function ~(E) 

mean v.alue of 1.2, and making use of Eq. (15), we get for 0 2 (x): rms 

(!} (x) = 0.68 Z 1. n ( I ) • 
rms mn/ I - x/Ro 

me 

the 

(65) 

It:might be noted that, according to Eq. (65), .. 0} (x) depends, not on the 
rms 

energy or total range, but only on the fraction of the range already covered. 

Actualiy this is not strictly true, and' arises from taking 0( (E) equ~l'to a 

constant. In the ener~ int erval in qu~stion (0 to 70 Mev), .;( E) does not 'vary 

by more than 20 percent from the mean value used. Eq. (62},and therefore Eq. 

(65), is not applicable near x = R , since the scattering the meson undergoes 
o 

"f. 

at . very lowener:gies is no longer small angle scattering •. In aluminum, for' 

x = 0.99 Ro,however, .' 0 Grms,ascomputed from Eq. (65), J.S ab.Qut,.25 • The. 
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asswnption of small angle scattering is therefore valid in:, the interval x -= 0 ' . ,.. 

to x ., 0.99 Ro. Since a:lf1ost all of the variation in depth 0 f penetra.tion. of 

the mesons occurs, in thi~,:l,nterval(see Eq. (72) and ,Fig. 18), Eq. (bS)' should 
\ 1 ',. 

be accurate, for our purposes, to ~tpin about 20 percent. ' 

Now, in order to obtain the distribution in depth from the expression,fpr 

o :ms(JC), we introduce the stip~lation that a meson at a depth Xl whose tra

jectory makes an angle 0(xt ) with the forward direction, ,where 0 (x') .. k x 

o (x'), will always, at any x, maintaina dir'ection of travel given by 
rms ' 

Q) (x) .. k e> (x). Thus, a meson travelling at an angle equal tottdce , rms 

the rms' a.ngle, always travels at twice the rms angle. ,This assumption is not ' 

unreasonable for determining a rough idea of the distribution. An exact treat-

ment of the problem is very difficult. 'On the other hand, the above assumption 

leads to a distribution in depth of penetration, which seems more realistic than 

assuming, for example, a constant Ilaverage" decrease in depth of penetration 

for each meson. 
,; .. 

since the dl.stribution in 0 (x) is g~ussian, the distribution in k is' 

also gaussian, and the fraction of the total number of mesons with k in dk 

is 

N(k)dk =,2 

f2,i 
e dko (66) 

By specifying the angle with which each meson' travels relative to the orig';' 

inal direction we are able to compute each patho The path length is given by 

dx 
cos 0ex) 

(67) 

since ds'" dx/ cos 0 (x).. The depth of penetration, or projected path', dis-

tance, ,is ,x. So, the shortening, w(x), in projected path distance due to 
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scattering is 

w(xl • • - x· f 
o 

(bS) 

For,.small 8 this becomes 
x 

w(x) = [ 
o 

(69) 

;The meson which .maintains the rms angle thus has a shortening 9f projected 

path distance, at the depth x"given by 

x 

w*(x) = f,~x ~.68 ZJn 

o en/me 

Upon integrating, this becomes 

w*(x) 

where 

f (-Z. )= 
Ro 

f(x/Ro) is plotted in Fig. 18. 

+ 2L • 
R . 

o 

:\ ..•.... 

(70) 

", .... ' 

( 71) 
: ". 

( 72) 
. y .. 

The meson maintainillgthe direction of travel k 0 has, then a decrease . '. . rms· 

in depth of penetration w(x) = k2 w* (x). The distribution in w is then 

found from the distribution in k. 

Thus 

N (w) dw=N (k) dk. 

N(w) .dw '" _. e~ __ dw 

~2n~-w \ 
'" .! : 

• 

. This. distrib.ution is a function of x since . w* is a function of x. 
~;, ! ' 
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For x." Ro' the meson;.. having travelled their whole range, . 

,,# (x::Ro) 
• - \ .0-

= . 0.34 R 20 
..... mn/~";o;'" 

( 75) 
i': 

The experimental arrangement consisted of a copper absorber of thickness 

1.36 cm placed in front of an aluminum absorber in which the nuclear emulsions 

were embedded. In order to determine the ,shortening in depth of penetration due 

to Williams1 . scattering for mesons of M.7 Hev (the energy with which the mesons 

ent'er th~ a'bsorber), we first determ:Lne the w* cu the mesons acquire in passing 

through 1.36 cm ( :: 0.55 R ) of copper. FromEq.( 71)', 
o 

~~cu = 0. 34 .. Rocu' (M.7 Mev.) ,2 .. > f (0.55) ""0.017 cm. (76) IDn/me . . cu 

The I1rms mesonl1 will therefore have an ene,rgy, when .it reaches the interface" 
. . I' :, 

which is lower by an amount t.Ei than the energy Ei of a meson travelling at 

00 , where 

( 77) 

This decrease in energy will manifest itself asa decrease in range in the 

aluminum given by 

=. dE 1 w* ' 1 
dx

cU x~. cu E" . dE .. 
. ,]. dx' 

al,Ei 

The mesons in travelling through the copper accumulated a gaussian angular 

di's'tribution lath a02 s (see Eq. (65)) of . rm 

0 2 = rms ( 79) 

In travelling to the end of their range in aluminum (3.10 em); the mesons under-

went additional scattering. To fi~d the additional pr~j~cted path shortening, 
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w* al ,we note that the same angular distribution at the,.copper-aluminum inter-

fi.c~would have ,been acquired if therheson had come throllgh a tiistance,' x' of 

a:J.uminum, a fraction of a total rangeR~ in aiuminum, where x' /R~is determined 

by 

~2rms (xa'l) =~2 (x ) , rms cu· 

R' can now be determined since o 

. t = R' I _ x' = R 1 (1' XI) al. 0 0 --. " Ro', 

This yields' R' :: 18.2 em and x' = 15 .. 1 em.. Then fromEqs. (70) and (71) , 
wI~ ~ _ rRo 

a1 . -1. 
x' 

. .JC., . 
Substituting the values for R~ and x' , we have w*al = 0.158' em. 

The total shortening in depth of penetration is thus 

* . . 
w total :: 00048 + 0.158 = 0 .. 206 em of ale 

-If then the energy is, inferred from the depth of penetration, a meson;, 

travelling along the path with the rms 0 will appear to have an energy ,decreased 
';"'.: . ,- ,." ." 

from the true energy by 

6B!" :: dE I {' 
dx al Wiotal~ 

where dE/d'~i'isthe rate of energy loss of mesons of 68.7 Mev in aluminum'. 

: This yields:,,'6~;'= 1029 Mey. : 

'. The distribution in .. wwill still be given by E<io (74), with w* :: 00206. em, 
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since it has been assumed throughQ.ut~'Jtha.t anyone meson always travels at an ' 

angle which, isa constant, fractio.nof ,G1rts Coc). , Iftl}e: energy of the meson :is, 

• determined from 'the depth .of, p.enetrati5:m, this distribution in w will corre

spond to an apparent distribution in meson energy such that the fraction of 

mesons of energy E in dE is given by 

-(Eo - El 

N(E)dE: e 2 (1.29) 

J2n (Eo-E) (1.29) 
dE (86) 

where Eo is the true meson energy. This distribution is plotted in Fig. 19A 

as a function of E - Eo. 

Next, the effect on the energy resolution of range straggling, due to 

statistical, fluctuations, in the numqer of collisions that,. the meson unqergo~s; 

is considered. 

Bethe and Li ving~tone19 gi vean eJq)ression for the mean square width in 

the gaussian distribution of distances. travelled by particles which lose a given 

amount of energy by ionization. For mesons of high velocity which decrease in 

ener~ from ~ to E2 , this expression yields 
E

' " ,,'. 
'I "i ' 4(d;;~)~' dE (87) 

where:e is the 'electronic charge, __ N is the number of atoms per cubic centi-

mete!:! of t:he absorber,' ZI. is the number ofelectrons'peratotn that are effec-

tive in the ionization process,and dE/dx is the rate of energy loss of the 

meson at the energy E. ' 

The integration can be carried out by means 'of E4. (22), dE/dx = .58 k x 

(Ro - x)-o42 ,where Rocis thetdtal range: and Ro -xis the 'residual range. 

By integrating the above relation over the meson en-ergy loss in the copper, 

the llR incurred by themesbn -beam lhthe-' 'copper slab _~as found to be 4.91 x 
rms 

0-2 1 cm. This distance in copper corresponds to a distance in aluminum (see 



Eq. (7e))/'" 

bR I 
rms (all = ~. CU,E;., / dE I ' I ~a1jEi 

-2 x 40910 cmo 

The value of the root mean square width in the range distribution incurred in 

the aluminum was found j simi1arly~ to be 

bRr!s (al) '" 70~0=~ cmo 

Since the process by which the bRrms accumulates irandom, bR oX and bR lJ 
rIDS rms 

must be added in quadratureo The total accumulated straggling in range is 

therefore represented by a gaussian with a root mean square width of 

bR :: 0015 cm (al) 0 rms ( 90) 

If there were no s~raggling~ this gaussian distribution in range would 

correspond to a gaussian distribution' in the energy with which the mesons enter 

the absorbero, The rms spread in,thi.s energy distribution ,is given by, 

AE2 =(d~\2 (bR)2 = -2 
u rms d~ "rms 0092" Mev 

aljl70Mev , 
(91) 

The 340 Mev proton beam has an energy spread estimated to be about 105 Mev. 

Without a detailed analysis of the origin of this spreadjl it has been assumed 

that the distribution in energies~s gaussian. In the foll0wingjl an rIDS spread 

of 102 Mev is used. ,This value gives the, best fit to the experimental points. 

If,however,any value in the vicinity ofla5 Mev were used for the rms spread, 

the conclusions reached in Section V would remain unchangedo 

Protons with a gaussian energy distri1:::utionwill produce mesons whose maxi-

mum energy will also' have a gaussian distributiono 'Since,a,change in proton 

energy of 1 Mev produces a change of 009 Hev in the maximum meson energy (see 

Eqo (60)), the meson energy gaussian Will have an rms width of 009 x 102 or 

looe Mev. 
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The three distributions giving rise to the finite resolving power are, 

from the above 

~e~_____________ dE ( 92) 

due to Williams' scattering 

e ~_______________ dE 
( 93) 

due to range straggling, and 

N
3

(E) dE = e...:...,e ________ dE 

J 2n(1.16) , 

due to the proton beam energy width. - In these expressions, Eo is the true 

maximum meson-energy produced by 340.4 Mev protons. 

The range straggling and proton beam energy distribution, when foldeid to":' 

gether, give a gaussian of rms width 1044 Mev. This ts plotted in Fig. 19B. 

The final resolving power curve is found from folding 19A into 19B, and is 

plotted in Fig. 19Co 

APPENDIX 40 THICK TARGEt COMPENSATION 

Mesons produced at the front of the target lose a small fraction of their. 

energy in traversing the target because of ionization. The proton beam ,also 

loses energy in passing through the target, and the maximum energy of the mesons 

produced at the back of the target is smaller than of those produced at the 

front. Thus, the ionization loss in the target by the mesons tends to be com .... 

pensated for by the ionization loss of the protons. 

For 340 Mev protons on protons, the ionization loss of the beam" the maxi

mum energy of the created .mesons, their rate of energy loss by ionization, and_ 
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the 'rate of decrease~,6f maximum meson, energy w:lth proton 'energy ,decrease, are 
l!.: 

such that the maxim~ energy mesons emerge from the back of the target with the 
~ .. ~ , 

:,.,':"", "'". 

same energy, regardless of their point of origin within.the .:targ~t., This can 

be shown as follows. 

The mesons produced at the front of the target emerge with an . energy 

( 95) 

where dEn/dx is the rate of energy loss in the target of maximum energy (~ 70 Mev) 

mesons 0 bx is the target thickness, and Eo is the maximum meson energy for 

340 Mev protons. 

The protons lose an amount of energy 1I~ = ~ lIx in passing through the 

target, where dVdx is the rate of energy loss in the target for 340 Mev protons. 

The peak eriergy mesons produced by protons of energy 340 - lIEp have an energy 

equal to Eo - ~tllEp' where 

Mev protons, dEn/dEp = 0.91. 

dEn/dEp is determined fran the dynamics. 

(See Appendix 2.) 

For 3/ ... 0 

Therefore, mesons of maximum energy produced at the back of the target have 

an energy equal to Eo - ~ ~ lIx •. 

For 340 Jl.1ev protons, and mesons of mass 275.1 electron masses, d~/dx = 

Therefore, 1 

0.95 
dEn 
dx 

lIx 0 

The energy of the mesons produced at the front of the target is 

whereas the energy of the mesons produced at the back of the target is 

E' = E - dEn dEn lIx = E - 1 ~ lIx. 
n 0 F dEp 0 0.95 dx 

(96) 

( 97) 

Thus, the decrease in energy from Eo is, within 5 percent, the same for all parts 

of the target 0 
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Figo15 - Neighboring trajectories in a horizontal plane in a field that drops 
rapidly from H = Ho toH = 0.· . 

Fig. -16 :r.1aximum meson energy, as·a function. of the production .angle, in the· 
laboratory system.· 

Fig. 17 £. (~r~s ; a' ;~~ction of the meson kinetic energy. 

Fig. 18 

Fi.g. 19 Distribution in apparent maximum meson energy due (A) to lfJ'illiams' 
scattering, (B) to the combined effects of· range .straggling and 
proton energy spread, and (C) to all three effects. 

",,' ~ 
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For the thickness of CH2 used, the maximum:~~~tl&-inesOris'all emerged froln 

the target having, within 0.1 Mev, the sam~ energy.:The~pr~ad in the meson 

~nergy, due to the thick target, is only 0.15 percent. 
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Xo FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a typical experimental arrangement. 

Fig 2 Absorber-detector. (A) With top ~emovedo (B) As. used at high 
meson energies. 

Fig. 3 Meson beam impinging on an emulsion' .embedded in an absorber. 

Fig. 140 'farget followed by an infinite "sea" of target material. 
, ' , 

Fig 5 Plot of the differential cross-section for the' process p+':p:~ n+, 
at. zero degrees, as ?- function of energyo The solid curv8.:results 
from folding the experimental' resolution into the theoretibal·sp·ec- . , 
trum (see Section V) for the final nucleons in a 3s stat'e:and the, 
meson in a P state with a cos2 e angular distrj bution., '. . 

Fig 6 (A) Theoretical spectrum forth~ final nucleons in a 3s state, and 
mesons in a P state with a cos e angular distribution. Thearea 
under the line spectrum is about 4 times greater than the area under 
the continuous spectrum. (B) Theoretical spectrum for the fifi~l 
nucleons in a IS state, and the meson in a P state with a cos e 
angular distribution. . 

~ 
Fig. 7 Experimental points and theoretical curves for the differential cross 

section for the production at 00 of n+-mesons by 340 Mev prot9ns on 
protons,as a function of the meson energyo Both theoretical curves 
are normalized so that the area under each from 65.5 Mev to 76.0 Mev 
is equal to the.area under the experimental points in the same energy 
interval. 

Fig. 8 Neighboring trajectories in a plane perpendicular to the lines of 

Fig. 9 

Fig. 10 

, Fig. 11 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 

force of a uniform magnetic field. i . 

Diagram shoWing'the relation' between /).a' and /).? 

Semi~inll.nite magnetic field. 

Trajectory leaving the .field gap. 

Plan view of trajectory leaving the field gap. '.' 

Thin lens effect of the magnetic field ona meson trajectory. 

Distortion in meson trajectories due to F =...!E-v '(1Hz /).z. 
y .c z 'Ox 
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